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Abstract. The venoms of predatory cone snails harbor
a rich repertoire of peptide toxins that are valuable
research tools, but recently have also proven to be
useful drugs. Among the conotoxins with several
disulfide bridges, the O-superfamily toxins are char-
acterized by a conserved cysteine knot pattern: C-C-
CC-C-C. While w-conotoxins and k-conotoxins block
Ca2+ and K+ channels, respectively, the closely related
d- and mO-conotoxins affect voltage-gated Na+ chan-
nels (NaV channels). d-conotoxins mainly remove the

fast inactivation of NaV channels and, thus, function-
ally resemble long-chain scorpion a-toxins. mO-con-
otoxins are functionally similar to m-conotoxins, since
they inhibit the ion flow through NaV channels. Recent
results from functional and structural assays have
gained insight into the underlying molecular mecha-
nisms. Both types of toxins are voltage-sensor toxins
interfering with the voltage-sensor elements of NaV

channels.
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Classification of conotoxins

Predatory cone snails hunt fish and mollusks using a
cocktail of peptide toxins, referred to as conotoxins.
Such toxins are classified according to their number of
cysteine residues, resulting in disulfide-rich and disul-
fide-poor toxins. Those conotoxins harboring many
disulfides are grouped into superfamilies according to
the pattern of disulfide-forming cysteines [1]. The O-
superfamily toxins consist of about 25–35 residues,
and 6 cysteines are distributed according to the
cysteine knot pattern C-C-CC-C-C (Fig. 1). These
cysteines form three disulfide bridges (C1–C4, C2–C5,
C3–C6) resulting in compact globular structures
(Fig. 2). M-superfamily toxins also harbor three

disulfide bridges with the pattern CC-C-C-CC
(Fig. 1). Both, O- and M-superfamiliy conotoxins
target voltage-gated ion channels. In addition, y-
conotoxins of the M-superfamily are active on nic-
otinic acetylcholine receptor channels.
Among the O- and M-superfamily conotoxins, there
are three families that target voltage-gated Na+

channels (NaV channels). In the M-superfamily these
are the so-called m-conotoxins that block NaV channels
by occluding the channel pore (reviewed in [2, 3]).
Such toxins compete with the NaV channel antagonists
tetrodotoxin (TTX) and saxitoxin (STX) and obstruct
the ion flow by binding in the outer vestibule of the
pore, thereby making contact with residues of all four
domains of the channel protein (Fig. 3). Some m-
conotoxins, such as GIIIA from Conus geographus
(see Fig. 2d), are specific for NaV channels from
skeletal muscle (NaV1.4).* Corresponding author.
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The NaV channel-specific toxins of the O-superfamily
are d-conotoxins that mostly inhibit the fast channel
inactivation and mO-conotoxins that inhibit ion con-
ductance. The latter received their name because of
the functional similarity to m-conotoxins combined
with their structural association to the O-superfamily.

In this review we focus on these two types of
conotoxins because recent results have started to
elucidate their mode of action. In particular, mO-
conotoxins have attracted interest because of their
potential to serve as a lead structure for novel
analgesics [4, 5]. Further members of the O-super-

Figure 1. Multiple sequence alignment of a selected set of conotoxins that belong to the O- and the M-superfamily according to their
cysteine knot pattern. Cysteines, marked in black, were enforced to align. The gray boxes indicate a lack of a cysteine-cysteine linker. The
accession numbers and the number of residues per toxin are provided in parentheses. The cladogram on the right provides an assessment of
the relative similarity of these toxins. Prolines and hydroxyprolines are not discriminated in this illustration because the existence of
hydroxyprolines has not been proven in all cases.

Figure 2. Structures of some se-
lected conotoxins. (a) d-EVIA,
pdb 1G1P; (b) mO-MrVIB, pdb
1RMK; (c) m-like GS, pdb 1AG7;
(d) m-GIIIA, pdb 1TCG. Graph-
ics were generated with MOL-
MOL [50]. The backbones of the
toxins are indicated by the ribbon
structure. The underlying shad-
ing gives an impression on the
space-filling surface. Hydropho-
bic toxin surfaces are indicated in
green. Yellow spheres indicate
cysteines forming disulfide
bridges. In m-GIIIA (d), argi-
nine-13 is presented explicitly
because this residue was shown
to be essential for the stabiliza-
tion of the toxin in the sodium
channel pore.
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family toxins are k-conotoxins acting on voltage-gated
K+ channels and w-conotoxins inhibiting voltage-
gated Ca2+ channels (Fig. 1).

Voltage-gated Na+ channels

Voltage-gated Na+ channels are large glycosylated
membrane protein complexes consisting of a single
pore-forming a-subunit and one or two modulatory b-
subunits (for review see [6]). The a-subunit is com-
posed of four homologous domains (D1–D4) each
consisting of six putative transmembrane segments
(S1–S6) (Fig. 3). The ion pore and the intracellular
gate are mainly formed by the S5–S6 elements of all
four domains, arranged in a pseudo-tetrameric com-
plex. The selectivity of the pore is determined by
specific residues in the center of the pore loops, which
fold back into the interior of the channel, exposing the
residues “DEKA” into the center of the pore [7]. The
linker between segments S5 and S6 can be split in two
parts, SS1 and SS2, before and after the actual pore
region. The remaining segments S1–S4 serve as a
voltage sensor, where the gating charge is mainly
contributed by S4, harboring a high density of arginine
and lysine residues.

By means of these voltage-sensor elements, NaV

channels undergo conformational changes upon mem-
brane depolarization to open an intracellular gate
ultimately opening the Na+-selective permeation
pathway. The subsequent influx of Na+ ions into
neurons or muscle cells causes further depolarization
with the effect of initiating an action potential.
Channel activation is paralleled with a process of
rapid inactivation closing the channel pore, and
thereby assuring a directed propagation of electrical
signals. Like activation, inactivation is regulated by
changes in the transmembrane voltage. Although the
molecular mechanisms are not known in very much
detail, it is well established that the intracellular linker
between domains D3 and D4 is essential for rapid
inactivation, in particular the triad of residues “IFM”
plays a key role and is expected to occlude the channel
in a hinged-lid like fashion [8–10]. Experiments
employing mutagenesis of residues in the voltage
sensors indicate that channel inactivation is tightly
coupled to the voltage sensors in domains D3 and D4
[11–13].
Thus, in comparison with voltage-gated K+ channels,
which in case of homomeric complexes are formed by
four a-subunits with rotational symmetry, NaV chan-
nels only show a pseudo-symmetry: The voltage

Figure 3. Topology model of a NaV channel a-subunit. (Top) The voltage sensors (S4, red), the pore regions forming the selectivity filter, the
inactivation motif “IFM” and the extracellular linkers taking part in forming toxin receptor sites are indicated. Putative interaction sites for
m-, d- and mO-conotoxins are also marked. (Bottom) Comparison of the amino acid sequences forming interaction sites for mO- and d-
conotoxins (numbering of amino acids refer to the rat isoforms of the indicated NaV channels). mO-MrVIA and scorpion b-toxin Tz1 (from
Tityus zulianus) interact with an overlapping epitope in linker SS2/S6 of domain-3 (left) [30, 38]. d-SVIE competes with the scorpion a-
toxin Lqh-2 for an epitope in the S3/S4 linker of domain-4, while the interaction sites of d-SVIE and Lqh-3 do not seem to overlap (right)
[37]. The conserved hydrophobic triad “YFV”, important for the function of d-SVIE, is highlighted. Bold letters mark residues essential for
the function of the indicated scorpion toxins.
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sensors in the four domains are different both with
respect to their molecular structure and their func-
tional relevance. In addition, the process of inactiva-
tion is coupled to more than one voltage sensor in an
asymmetric manner.
NaV channels are found in almost all higher animals,
the number of genes coding for them, however, differs
strongly. While, for example the worm, C. elegans does
not express NaV channels at all, insects typically have
one major form (e.g., the para Na+ channel in the fruit
fly, D. melanogaster, DmNaV1). In humans there are
nine well-characterized channels NaV1.1–NaV1.9 and
an additional gene (NaX, NaV2.1) that has not yet
been expressed functionally [14, 15]. The NaV1
channels are typically classified according to their
major site of expression (central nervous system:
NaV1.1–NaV1.3, NaV1.6; peripheral nerves: NaV1.6–
NaV1.9; skeletal muscle: NaV1.4; heart muscle:
NaV1.5) or their sensitivity towards the channel
blocker TTX (NaV1.5 low sensitivity; NaV1.8 and
NaV1.9 insensitive; the rest is sensitive).

Receptor sites on Na+ channels

Given the pivotal role of NaV channels in the rapid
electrical signaling, it does not come as a surprise that
many venomous animals have developed toxins that
specifically interfere with NaV channel proteins. Such
toxins are usually classified according to their bio-
chemical binding to the channels and the functional
consequences. Binding studies have revealed a num-
ber of so-called receptor sites (RS) (for review see
[16–18]). RS1, for example, is the interaction epitope
in the extracellular entry to the channel pore at which
TTX and STX bind to block the channel pore. In a
similar fashion, although much bigger molecules, m-
conotoxins bind to RS1 and block the channels. The
remaining receptor sites are less well defined.
Receptor site-3 (RS3) is defined as the interaction
epitope of scorpion a-toxins and sea anemone toxins
[19]. Such toxins slow down inactivation of NaV

channels by interacting with the S3/S4 linker of
domain-4 (Fig. 3, [20, 21]). At the first glance, it is
not obvious how a toxin that binds extracellularly to
NaV channels should affect channel inactivation,
which is mainly mediated by the intracellular linker
between domains-3 and -4. Although the underlying
molecular mechanism is still not understood in detail,
it seems clear that a movement of the voltage sensor in
domain-4 triggers the inactivation process. Upon
depolarization, the voltage sensor in domain-4
moves in two steps: The first step is necessary for
channel activation, while inactivation only occurs
after the second step has been performed [22]. In the

presence of site-3 toxins this second step of the voltage
sensor movement is restricted, thus impairing rapid
channel inactivation. The interaction of the toxin with
the voltage sensor has the consequence that the
binding of the toxin to the channels is voltage
dependent. Strong depolarizations that drive the
domain-4 sensor into the open configuration result
in toxin dissociation and loss of toxin effect [23–26].
The physiological response of site-3 toxins is that NaV

channels stay open for longer time leading to hyper-
excitability. In contrast to channel blockade, such a
gain-of-function effect is very efficient and, hence,
toxins modifying NaV channel inactivation very po-
tently cause pain and uncontrolled neuronal signaling.
d-conotoxins also impair inactivation of NaV channels
(see Fig. 4a) and therefore show functional similarity
to site-3 toxins. However, since d-TxVIA from Conus
textile only partially competed with the site-3 sea
anemone toxin ATXII in a radioactive binding assay
[27], a receptor site-6 was defined as interaction
epitope of d-conotoxins with NaV channels. Owing to
the relatively weak effects that d-conotoxins exert on
mammalian NaV channels and a poor subtype specif-
icity, little was known about the underlying molecular
mechanisms until recently.
Scorpion b-toxins target receptor site-4 on NaV

channels [19]. Their primary effect is to lower the
activation threshold of the channels, thus leading to
channel opening at normal cellular resting potentials.
The physiological effect is, therefore, also hyperexcit-
ability. As with site-3 toxins, long-lasting cell depola-
rization induced by the toxins can lead to accumulated
inactivation of NaV channels and, hence, initial hyper-
excitability may turn into depolarization block of the
neurons and paralysis of muscle cells. In addition,
some scorpion b-toxins also tend to “block” channels
and are therefore classified “depressant” toxins [28].
The molecular mechanism of scorpion b-toxin action
is most likely similar to that of scorpion a-toxins.
However, scorpion b-toxins interact with the voltage
sensor (S3/S4 linker) of domain-2 (Fig. 3). Since this
domain is not strongly coupled to inactivation, b-
toxins leave the inactivation unaffected. Instead, the
toxins apparently trap the domain-2 voltage sensor in
an activated state, and thus shift the entire channel
into an activated configuration [29]. Unlike site-3
toxins, site-4 toxins do not show appreciable dissoci-
ation upon depolarization [30]. Apparently the toxin
remains bound to the channel independently on the
state of the domain-2 voltage sensor configuration.
Such a scenario is supported by Leipold et al. [31], who
found that the specificity of the scorpion b-toxin Tz1
to various mammalian NaV channel types is deter-
mined by the structure of the SS2/S6 loop in domain-3
(Fig. 3).
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Figure 4. Toxin effects on rat skeletal muscle Na+ channel (NaV1.4). The functional impact of 2 mM d-SVIE (a), 400 nM mO-MrVIA (b),
100 nM m-GIIIA (c), and 300 mM m-like GS (d) is illustrated. NaV1.4 channels were expressed in HEK 293 cells and currents were measured
in the whole-cell configuration of the patch clamp method, low-pass filtered at 5 kHz. The left panels show current responses at a
depolarization of –20 mV before (solid) and after (dashed) toxin application. The gray traces are the toxin traces, scaled to match the peak
of the control currents. The middle panels show current-voltage relationships before (open circles) and after (filled circles) toxin
application. The continuous curves are fits according to a Hodgkin & Huxley gating formalism (e.g., [39]). The panels on the right contain
superpositions of current traces in response to the pulse protocol indicated at the top. Note that the time axes are split to blank out the
conditioning pulse segments. The gray continuous curves are exponential fits to the peak currents measured in the second test pulse. In (a)
(right), the dashed curve indicates the current level 5 ms after start of the depolarization, i.e. , indicating those channels that are affected by
d-SVIE to inactivate slowly. d-SVIE, mO-MrVIA, and m-GIIIAwere kindly provided by, B. M. Olivera (Salt Lake City), m-like GS was from
Alexis Biochem. (San Diego, CA, USA).
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Little information is available for conotoxins of the
mO-family [32, 33]. They inhibit NaV channels (see
Fig. 4b) by an unknown mechanism but apparently do
not compete with the site-1 toxin STX [34]. There is no
specific receptor site assigned to mO-conotoxins but,
as shown later, they exhibit some functional similarity
to site-4 toxins.

Molecular mechanism of d-conotoxin action

Functional studies have been performed for various d-
conotoxins (see Fig. 5) on a diverse set of prepara-
tions. However, since these toxins are in the first place
specific for fish or mollusks, systematic studies on
recombinant NaV channels that provide insight into
the underlying molecular mechanisms, are sparse. An
exception is d-EVIA from Conus ermineus. Com-
pared with other d-conotoxins, d-EVIA is unusual in
the sense that its linker between cysteines 2 and 3 (L2)
is longer than those of other d-conotoxins (Fig. 5). The
structure of d-EVIA was determined (Fig. 2a; [35])
and functional studies were performed on mammalian

NaV channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes [36]. d-
EVIA was without effect on NaV channels from
skeletal muscle (NaV1.4) and the heart (NaV1.5).
However, albeit at relatively high concentration
(10 mM), it impaired the rapid inactivation of the
neuronal channels NaV1.2, NaV1.3, and NaV1.6 [36]. In
a radioactive binding assay to synaptosomes, it
competed with the more typical d-conotoxin d-
TxVIA, but not with the scorpion a-toxin Lqh-2
[36]. Thus, d-EVIA is not particularly active on
mammalian NaV channels, but shows a clear prefer-
ence for neuronal channels. Since d-conotoxins do not
exhibit a clear preference for a specific mammalian
NaV channel, the subtype specificity of d-EVIA may
be utilized to identify interaction sites at the channel
protein.
In a study using recombinant NaV1.4 channels ex-
pressed in mammalian cells, the functional effect of d-
SVIE from Conus striatus was assayed in detail [37].
The toxin slows down inactivation as shown in
Figure 4a (left), while the voltage dependence of
channel activation is only slightly shifted towards
hyperpolarized potentials (Fig. 4a, middle). Half-

Figure 5. Comparison of O-superfamily conotoxins. Multiple alignment of all known d-, mO-, andk-conotoxins together with some selected
w-conotoxins (out of 36 deposited in the NCBI database). The m-like toxins GS and TVIIA belong to the O-superfamily according to the
know cysteine pattern, but thus far their primary target is not unequivocally established. Cysteines, marked in black, were enforced to align.
Prolines and hydroxyprolines are not discriminated in this illustration because the existence of hydroxyprolines has not been proven in all
cases. Accession numbers and the number of residues per toxin are provided in parentheses. The bars on the left assign the major targets to
the toxins shown. In some cases it is established that toxins are promiscuous, i.e. , act on NaV and CaV channels.
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maximal removal of channel inactivation was ob-
tained at 500 nM [37], showing that d-SVIE potently
interacts with mammalian NaV channels. Since the
functional effect of d-SVIE is reminiscent of the
functional impact exerted by scorpion a-toxins, the
influence of receptor site-3, i.e. , the S3/S4 linker of
domain-4, was evaluated. Mutations in this linker that
strongly affected the action of scorpion a-toxins Lqh-2
and Lqh-3 [21] were without effect for d-SVIE [37]. A
cysteine scanning mutagenesis, however, revealed that
a conserved triad of hydrophobic residues in the S3/S4
linker of domain-4 (“1433YFV” in rNaV1.4) is im-
portant for d-SVIE (Fig. 3). This epitope overlaps with
residues that are also essential for Lqh-2. It does not
overlap, however, with regions that are essential for
the function of Lqh-3. These results suggested that not
all scorpion a-toxins share the same interaction
epitope at the domain-4 S3/S4 linker; in addition, it
clearly shows that d-SVIE acts similarly to the site-3
toxins. Therefore, there does not seem to be a real
molecular reason for defining a completely separate
receptor site-6 for d-conotoxins. We rather argue that
both scorpion a-toxins and d-conotoxins are site-3
toxins in the sense that they exert their effect by
interacting with the domain-4 S3/S4 linker. The exact
nature of the binding epitope inside the domain-4 S3/
S4 linker, however, depends on the toxin under
consideration. In addition, further binding epitopes
on the channel surface may be different between
scorpion a-toxin and d-conotoxins.
A consequence of this scenario is that some site-3
toxins may compete for a common binding site, while
others may not. To test for this, Leipold et al. [37]
measured how quickly the toxin effect is removed
when the channels are held in an activated config-
uration. As shown in Figure 4a (right), such a depola-
rization (at +40 mV) results in an apparent dissocia-
tion of the toxin from the channel because fast
inactivation is regained in a subsequent test depola-
rization. Measurements of toxin dissociation using
mixtures of Lqh-2, Lqh-3, and d-SVIE revealed that
Lqh-2 functionally competes with Lqh-3 and d-SVIE.
However, d-SVIE acts synergistically with Lqh-3,
suggesting that both toxins can interact with the
domain-4 S3/S4 linker simultaneously as indicated in
Figure 3.
We conclude at this point that d-SVIE is apparently
not very subtype specific because its major target in
the domain-4 S3/S4 linker is a conserved triad of
residues (YFV). Among the mammalian NaV1.1–1.7
channels, only the cardiac form (NaV1.5) shows a
conservative alteration of this motif (YFF); the TTX-
resistant channel NaV1.8 exhibits a truncation of this
motif (YF), giving rise to speculations regarding its
sensitivity towards d-conotoxins. In addition, d-con-

otoxins are so-called voltage-sensor toxins; their
binding to the channel is destabilized by channel
activation, most likely by a conformational change of
the voltage sensor in domain-4.

Molecular mechanism of mO-conotoxin action

Because two toxins from Conus marmoreus, MrVIA
and MrVIB, potently inhibit NaV channels [33], they
inherited the term “m” of the site-1 m-conotoxins from
the M-superfamily. However, according to the cys-
teine-knot pattern they belong to the O-superfamily
and, therefore, they form a separate family termed
“mO”. These toxins are remarkable as they are
promiscuous regarding the target: They block NaV

channels, but in the mM range they also affect CaV

channels [32]. In this respect, they seem to be an
intermediate between d- and w-conotoxins. Function-
ally, however, these toxins do not resemble d-con-
otoxins since they do not affect the time course of NaV

channel inactivation (Fig. 4b). Instead, both mO-
MrVIA and mO-MrVIB seem to “block” the channel
without marked effects on channel gating kinetics.
When tested on recombinant channels expressed in
mammalian cells, this blocking potency was about
fivefold higher for NaV1.4 than for the neuronal
NaV1.2 channels. Zorn et al. [38] used this difference
to search for a potential interaction epitope at the
channel protein. Domain-swapping experiments re-
vealed that the SS2/S6 loop in domain-3 (see Fig. 3)
harbors the determinants for the subtype specificity of
these toxins – a motif also used by scorpion b-toxins to
discriminate between various NaV channel isoforms
[30]. Thus, it appears as if mO-conotoxins and scorpion
b-toxins, similarly to the couple of d-conotoxins and
scorpion a-toxins, share some functional properties. In
fact, mO-conotoxins are also voltage-sensor toxins
since they affect NaV channels in a strongly voltage-
dependent manner [39]. As shown in Figure 4b
(right), the blocking effect of 400 nM mO-MrVIA on
NaV1.4 channels is progressively removed by applica-
tion of depolarizing pulses (+40 mV) of increasing
lengths.
This voltage-dependent block of NaV1.4 channels by
mO-MrVIA is qualitatively very different from a
channel block by typical m-conotoxins. As shown in
Figure 4c, 100 nM m-GIIIA (from Conus geographus)
also blocks skeletal muscle channels. However, even
strong depolarizations do not relieve the block, i.e. ,
under the chosen experimental conditions the block
neither noticeably depends on voltage nor on the
channel state. The mechanism of m-conotoxin action is
well characterized; the toxins bind to the outer pore
vestibule and, hence, obstruct ion flow. In some m-
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conotoxins a positively charged residue plays a central
role in guiding the toxin into the channel. In m-GIIIA
this is residue R13, highlighted in the alignment of
Figure 1 and in the structure of Figure 2d. The exact
mechanism of how mO-conotoxins inhibit NaV channel
activity is not known. Given their voltage dependence
(Fig. 4c), the overlap of an interaction epitope with
scorpion b-toxins in domain-3 [38, 30], and the lack of
competition with the site-1 toxin STX [34], it is
expected that they interact with at least one of the
voltage sensors.
mO-conotoxins have attracted considerable attention
because of their potency to block TTX-resistant NaV

channels in dorsal root ganglia [40]. These channels
(NaV1.8) play a pivotal role in transmitting pain
sensation and, hence, are potential targets for novel
analgesics. In fact, treatment of rats with mO-MrVIB
alleviated chronic pain symptoms without compro-
mising motor behavior [4, 5]. The latter aspect may be
attributed to the fact that mO-MrVIA blocked NaV1.8
channels about ten times more efficiently than other
neuronal channels [5]. Thus, mO-conotoxins are
currently considered as potential lead structures for
analgesics. The applicability of conotoxins for the
treatment of chronic pain has been proven by the
successful introduction of the N-type Ca2+-channel
specific w-conotoxin w-MVIIA as Prialt� (or zicono-
tide) [41].

Prediction of function from structure?

To date many sequences of conotoxins have been
published and there are certainly more to come.
However, it is by no means trivial to gain a complete
overview of their functional properties. This is largely
accounted to a rather circumstantial screening for the
functional effects. For many conotoxins only limited
tests in very diverse physiological preparations have
been performed. Studies on recombinant ion channels
in a systematic manner, both with respect to the
channels selected and the methods of assay, are only at
the very beginning. Therefore, one is often left with
speculations about the “real” function of a particular
conotoxin, largely motivated by structural features.
In the alignment of Figure 5, we compare various
conotoxins of the O-superfamily, concentrating on d-
and mO-conotoxins, i.e. , those most specifically acting
on NaV channels. When an alignment of the conserved
cysteine residues is enforced, the resulting relational
cladogram provides some insight into putative struc-
ture-function relationships of these toxins. This be-
comes even more obvious when the physical proper-
ties of the toxins are evaluated in more detail. In
Figure 6, we show the same toxins as in Figure 5,

although ordered differently, and provide information
on the hydrophobicity and the charge of the total
toxins, the N- and C-terminal ends, and the loops
connecting the cysteines (L1–L4). The cladogram
(Fig. 5) and the charge distribution (Fig. 6) provide
some structural reasoning for the establishment of the
d-, mO-, k-, and w-conotoxin families.
mO-conotoxins of the O-superfamily as well as m-
conotoxins of the M-superfamily suppress the flow of
Na+ through NaV channels, but are considerably
different with respect to their molecular mechanisms.
Whereas the members of the M-superfamily, e.g. , m-
GIIIA, plug the Na+ permeation pathway, the O-
superfamily toxin mO-MrVIA inhibits NaV channels
by interfering with the channels� voltage sensors. m-
and mO-conotoxins are structurally different (Figs 1,
2); most remarkable is the lack of a linker between
cysteines C1/C2 and C5/C6 in m-conotoxins and
between C3/C4 in mO-conotoxins. Therefore, it
seems obvious to predict the association of a given
NaV channel inhibiting conotoxin to either the m- or
mO-family from its amino acid sequence. An interest-
ing special case is PnIVA from mollusk-hunting Conus
pennaceus [42]. This toxin blocks NaV channels in
Lymnaea neurons but, compared with m-conotoxins,
exhibits an extra glycine residue between cysteines 5
and 6 (Fig. 1) and was therefore termed here “m-like
PnVIA”.
But which structural parameters distinguish the d- and
mO-families from the w- and k-families? A first hint
came from Shon et al. [43]. They observed a remark-
ably longer elution time from a reversed phase HPLC
column for natively folded d-GmVIA (from Conus
gloriamaris) compared with its partially reduced form,
giving rise to the prediction that natively folded toxins
expose hydrophobic residues to the solvent and that
such hydrophobic residues may be important for the
toxin-channel interaction. This assumption is support-
ed by the three-dimensional structures of d-TxVIA
(Conus textile, [44]) and d-EVIA (Conus ermineus,
[35], Fig. 2a). Both toxins show an unusual hydro-
phobic patch on their surfaces (indicated as green
surface in Fig. 2a) that is formed by hydrophobic
residues of all four cysteine-cysteine linkers.
In addition to structural data, functional experiments
with mutated d-PVIA from Conus purpurascens
verified the importance of hydrophobic residues for
the activity of d-conotoxins [45] . In a d-PVIA
background, hydrophobic residues that are con-
served among the d-conotoxins of fish-hunting
species were substituted with alanine. F9 and I11
were identified as essential for the function of d-
PVIA but not for the binding of the toxin to its target.
When injected intracranially into mice, the mutant d-
PVIA_F9A was ineffective, but protected the mice
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from the excitatory effects that were observed when
only the wild-type toxin was injected. However, this
protection was not observed on frog sciatic nerve
preparations. In addition, wild-type d-PVIA and the
mutants d-PVIA_F9A and d-PVIA_I11A were able
to displace radiolabeled d-TxVIA from rat brain
preparations. These results fit very well to the
identification of hydrophobic interaction sites for

d-SVIE in the S3/S4 linker of the NaV channel�s
domain-4 (Fig. 3) [37] .
Given the importance of hydrophobic residues for the
function of d-conotoxins, one may speculate whether
the hydrophobicity of a certain toxin area is an
exclusive feature of d-conotoxins. When comparing
the total hydrophobicity among the O-superfamily
toxins (Fig. 6), it becomes evident that the toxins

Figure 6. Physical properties of O-superfamily conotoxins. The cysteine knot pattern of O-superfamily conotoxins results in toxin
structures with N-terminal and C-terminal ends and four cysteine-cysteine linkers (L1–L4). For the total toxins (left) and the individual
ends and linkers, the hydrophobicity (A, V, L, I, F, and W were considered hydrophobic, their mass relative to the total mass is given in %;
green bars) and the net negative and positive charges (red and blue bars, respectively) are presented. Gray boxes indicate the lack of N- or
C-terminal extensions. This presentation provides some insight into the structural criteria used to assign a family to a specific conotoxin, i.e. ,
d-conotoxins are characterized by a negative charge of the N terminus and a lack of charge in linkers L1 and L4. Such linkers, for example,
are positively charged in k-, w-, and m-like conotoxins.
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separate into two groups. While the NaV channel-
specific d- and mO-conotoxins form a highly hydro-
phobic cluster, the CaV channel-selective w-conotox-
ins and the KV channel-specific k-conotoxin k-PVIIA
(Conus purpurascens) constitute a less hydrophobic
group. Low hydrophobicity is also found for m-like GS
and m-like TVIIA (see below). On the level of
individual cysteine-cysteine linkers, this feature can
be observed at higher resolution, being most obvious
for linker L4, but also apparent for L2 and L3. It seems
plausible that the remarkable hydrophobicity of d-
and mO-conotoxins and its distribution on the toxin
surface are essential for recognizing NaV channels. It is
also conceivable that the conserved distribution of
hydrophobic residues is indicative of a common
molecular mechanism. Since both d- and mO-cono-
toxins are voltage-sensor toxins, their strong hydro-
phobicity may be required for an interaction with the
voltage sensors. Similarly to voltage-sensor toxins of
K+ channels [46], the NaV-specific voltage-sensor
toxins may at least partially involve the lipid phase
of the membrane to access the molecular target at the
channel protein.
Close inspection shows that the cladogram does not
present d-conotoxins as a common family. The first set
of d-conotoxins in Figure 5 comes from fish-hunting
species, while those of the lower part are from snails
that preferentially feed on mollusks. In the first place
these are d-TxVIA and d-TxVIB from Conus textile.
These toxins are without marked functional effects on
mammalian NaV channels, but seem to compete with
other d-conotoxins [31], indicating that there must be
multiple interaction epitopes for d-conotoxins at the
channel protein. Compared with the other d-conotox-
ins, they have a very hydrophobic N terminus and a
negative charge in L2. Also deviating from the
majority of d-conotoxins is the mollusk-specific d-
GmVIA (Conus gloriamaris) [43]. d-Am2766 from
mollusk-hunting Conus amadis was shown to impair
inactivation of rat brain sodium channels (NaV1.2)
[47]. An “outlier” is d-EVIA that does not align well
with either of the two groups. The charge distribution
does not look very different from the other fish-
specific d-conotoxins, except for a positive charge of
L1. A more marked difference, however, is the size of
L2 (Fig. 5), which is six residues for typical d-
conotoxins and nine residues for d-EVIA. Interest-
ingly, mO-conotoxins also have nine residues in this
linker.
The mO-conotoxins are characterized by a strong
hydrophobicity (also see Fig. 2b), which clearly puts
them into a group with the d-conotoxins. The differ-
ences from most d-conotoxins mainly reside in the
hydrophobicity of the N terminus, a positive charge in
L1, and a lack of negative charge in L3. mO-MrVIA

and mO-MrVIB only differ by three amino acid
residues and, thus far, only minor functional differ-
ences have been reported for these toxins. Since mO-
conotoxins have been reported to also block CaV

channels [32], one may expect some structural sim-
ilarity with w-conotoxins. According to Figure 6 this
could reside in the common positive charge of L1,
which is not present in typical d-conotoxins.
At a concentration of 250 nM, LtVIIA, a recombi-
nantly produced peptide based on a cDNA library of
the worm-hunting Conus litteratus was shown to block
TTX-sensitive and TTX-insensitive voltage-gated
NaV channels in rat dorsal root ganglia [48]. The
alignment and the physical properties do not clearly
put this toxin into the mO-family. Instead, there are
marked similarities to k-PVIIA acting on KV channels.
Thus, it will be interesting to know how this toxin
affects CaV and KV channels.
Further interesting examples are two O-superfamily
toxins that may interact with NaV channels, here
termed m-like toxins. m-like GS (Conus geographus)
apparently competes with site-1 toxins in binding to
rat skeletal muscle homogenates with an IC50 of about
1 mM [49]. However, the cysteine knot pattern clearly
puts this toxin into the O-superfamily and the
structure of m-like GS (Fig. 2c) is clearly different
from that of m-GIIIA (Fig. 2d). In addition, we tested
the effect of 300 mM m-like GS on rat NaV1.4 channels
expressed in mammalian cells and only found a very
minor blocking effect, which was not relieved by
strong depolarizations (Fig. 4d). Thus, it is by no
means clear if this toxin is in fact NaV specific. The
physical properties rather put m-like GS and m-like
TVIIA to a group with w-conotoxins, acting on CaV

channels (see, for example, the positive charges in L1
and L4).

Conclusion

Conotoxins of the O-superfamily form a diverse
group of peptides that primarily target voltage-
gated ion channels. The major targets of d-conotox-
ins are NaV channels, those of w-conotoxins are CaV

channels. While d-conotoxins remove inactivation
of NaV channels by interacting with their voltage
sensors in domain-4, the molecular mechanism of
the other O-superfamily toxins is less obvious. mO-
conotoxins, which have attracted attention because
of their ability to block TTX-resistant NaV channels,
are also voltage-sensor toxins and may form a family
between d- and w-conotoxins. The functional prop-
erties assigned to such voltage-sensor toxins will
strongly depend on the exact nature of the exper-
imental protocols, necessitating systematic ap-
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proaches with standardized voltage-clamp proto-
cols.
An unequivocal association of a conotoxin to a
specific family still remains problematic because in
most cases the functional assessment is only fragmen-
tary. Therefore, future studies will not only bring to
light more conopeptides enriching the O-superfamily,
but will also elucidate more precisely the molecular
basis for channel specificity or promiscuity. Given a
detailed understanding of the functional modules of
O-superfamily conotoxins will enable us to rationally
design conopeptides with tailored properties as de-
sired for the development of potent and specific drugs.
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